
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND TRANSPORT COMMITTEE CALLS FOR 
EVIDENCE ON FREIGHT TRANSPORT INQUIRY 
 
 
Future prospects for road haulage 
 
There are a number of factors that serve to reduce the competitiveness of the 
road haulage sector in Scotland, including: 
 

• Shortage of HGV drivers 
• Those retiring from the industry are not being replaced 
• Working Time Directive means more drivers are required 
• Rising fuel costs 
• Road traffic congestion and delays 
• Low operating profit margins 
• Low cost east European drivers entering the UK domestic 

market using cheaper fuel source on the continent 
• Prospect of Lorry Road User Charges (since postponed) 

 
These factors mean that Scottish/UK hauliers are losing competitiveness, and 
particularly in the long-distance haulage sector. A shortage of drivers and 
penetration of this market by low cost east European drivers is pushing the 
remaining hauliers towards a concentration on shorter distance work. 
 
 
Present and potential contribution of all modes (including environmental 
impact) 
 
Road freight transport continues to dominate, whilst rail has a relatively 
insignificant role in terms of the movement of freight in Scotland. Maritime 
transport is dominant in sectors such as bulk fuel and is also increasingly 
important in international intermodal freight movements. The Superfast ferry 
service between Rosyth-Zeebrugge demonstrates what modern sea transport 
solutions can achieve, despite severe market distortions such as road and 
railway infrastructure being heavily subsidised, and competition from low-cost 
east European hauliers using free UK roads and cheaper continental fuel. 
That particular seaway solution came about after rail ‘solutions’ and public 
sector investments had failed, and is now regarded as an important strategic 
transport connection for the Scottish economy. That the Superfast service 
must survive in a heavily distorted market place is an ongoing concern. The 
recent withdrawal of one vessel from the service reflects this concern, though 
also highlighted the diminishing export performance of the Scottish economy 
which has lost 25% in value since 1999 (down from £20 bn to £15 bn). 
 
Studies have demonstrated that intermodal freight can also be transported 
using freight ferries on domestic coastal routes (e.g. Forth-Thames, Clyde-
Mersey) as opposed to long-distance motorway routings. EU member states 
have been requested to bring forward schemes to develop their own domestic 
‘Motorways of the Sea’. Motorways of the Sea, according to the European 
Commission, should exhibit similar characteristics to more flexible road 



highways, with a focus on service quality, frequency and competitive pricing. 
The European Commission now permits member states to co-finance start-up 
costs of Motorways of the Sea over the first 3 years of operations in order to 
counteract market distortions caused by ongoing public sector investment in 
roadways and railways. Italy has announced a Motorways of the Sea budget 
of €700m to help kick-start coastal freight ferry services along both east and 
west coasts, and France has followed suit. 
 
At the present time the UK government and the Scottish Executive have no 
plans to help develop Motorways of the Sea. A Waterborne Freight Grant has 
been introduced though this offers wholly insufficient funds to transform the 
freight market; very limited budget levels can only lead to marginal and less 
sophisticated niche maritime solutions, such as timber barges and small-scale 
inland waterway initiatives. Such initiatives make no real inroads into the vast 
majority of unitised goods flows moving through the UK’s motorway system. 
 
The UK Marine Motorways Study carried out by Napier University and Heriot-
Watt University together with industry partners demonstrated that coastal 
freight ferry services could be operated in the UK. However, additional funding 
will be necessary to counteract the distortions created through ongoing public 
funding of roadways and railways. In this respect the absence of lorry road 
user charging will necessitate public funding of new seaways, which can be 
signalled to the market by government helped by relevant market research, 
and possibly most easily implemented via a well supported and implemented 
tender process. 
 
 
Targets in encouraging transfer of freight from road to rail and water 
 
At EU level the European Commission has developed initiatives such as the 
Marco Polo Programme to assist waterborne transport shift freight from road 
to sea equal to the annual growth in road freight traffic. If successful this 
means that road goods traffic will remain at 2004 levels. Importantly, the 
European Commission has accepted that rail is unable to transfer the amount 
of freight equivalent to the annual growth in road freight, and that 
consequently only maritime transport can deliver a significant modal shift 
solution. Difficulties and weaknesses identified with rail transport include: 
 

• Railways are non-economic and have to be provided and supported by 
public investment; 

• Railways have a finite capacity; 
• There are serious gauge constraints in the UK which prevents carriage 

of high cube containers or standard road trailers; 
• There is conflict between freight and passenger trains for available 

train paths; 
• New railway capacity cannot be provided very easily or quickly, 

requiring legislation and with significant environmental impacts; 
• New railway capacity is prohibitively expensive. 

 



In other words, railways have very similar characteristics to highways, though 
in the UK the gauge constraint implies rail is not really an adequate alternative 
to highways in any case.  
 
It is relatively straightforward to demonstrate that the seaway equivalent 
infrastructure to highways and railways is the deck of a ship. Seaway 
infrastructure is not a port, which is simply a node, and which by itself does 
not move freight anywhere, acting in the same way as a railway terminal or a 
motorway intersection – in other words a link between one ‘way’ and another. 
Neither is the seaway the sea itself; if a trailer or container is put into the sea it 
does not go anywhere other than where wind and tide may take it, and more 
likely it will simply sink. Similarly, a trailer placed on undeveloped land cannot 
move very far without the ‘way’ that is provided by roadway and railway 
infrastructure. Like road and rail, the seaway also needs a ‘way’, and that is 
the deck of a ship.  
 
However, whereas the roadway and railway is provided by the state, the 
seaway is not. Ongoing public sector ‘investment’ in roadways and railways 
therefore continues to distort the market in favour of these two modes, and 
hence against sea transport. In order to level the playing field, government 
has to allocate resources to help develop a seaway system in the UK. 
 
The other major difference between sea and land transport modes is the 
relative ease by which capacity may be increased for the former. Unlike road 
or rail, to increase the seaway capacity only requires additional ships, or 
larger ships, or faster ships, or a combination of all three.  
 
 
Role of Transport Scotland 
 
The new agency Transport Scotland (TS) is tasked with developing a strategy 
for all transport modes. However, in practice there will only be a strategy set 
out for two modes – trunk roads and railways. There will be a strategy for 
‘freight’, although freight is not a mode in itself but transcends all modes. 
 
TS will not have a strategy for aviation and maritime transport. The reason for 
this omission is unclear. What is therefore likely to happen is that resources 
will follow the strategy, and this will mean more funding for trunk roads and 
railways. But there will be no funding for aviation or maritime transport. 
 
For maritime transport this means that current and historical market 
distortions created by only allocating public funding towards land transport 
modes will continue, and this will in all probability widen the gap in relative 
competitiveness even further between the respective modes.  
 
TS needs to ensure it is able to address the potential opportunities afforded 
by all modes of transport, not just road and rail. 
 
 
 



Opportunities for global freight hubs in Scotland 
 
Port authorities in Scotland are seeking to take forward innovative schemes to 
develop major new deep-water container transhipment terminals at 
Hunterston and Scapa Flow. Studies have demonstrated that these schemes 
would target different markets, so should be able to co-exist. 
 
Much of the trade that would flow through these terminals will be for third 
countries. This has a number of advantages for a small economy like 
Scotland, for example: 
 

• The value/volume of trade per capita in Scotland would rise 
substantially; 

• This significant extra trade affords new opportunities to develop added-
value logistics capabilities (i.e. to intercept some of the trade value); 

• The ready availability of low-cost global and intra-European container 
shipping connections would act as a strong additional lever to inward 
investors, and help enhance the competitiveness of existing export 
industries in Scotland; 

• Jobs would therefore be created at the terminals, in related logistics 
and support activities, and through increased inward investment 
initiatives, whilst also strengthening employment prospects in existing 
industry. 

 
Many small countries around the world such as Malta, Oman, Bahamas, 
Panama, Malaysia, Singapore, Sri Lanka etc. have used container 
transhipment terminals as a relatively low cost way to significantly enhance 
their national economic prospects. In Scotland, the natural advantages of 
Hunterston and Scapa Flow need to be exploited to enable this country to 
compete more effectively in both European and global markets.  
 
Given their implications for enhancing national competitiveness, the major 
port and logistics projects at Hunterston and Scapa Flow should be given the 
highest priority. 
 


